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Abstract—This paper presents pilot designs for consistent
frequency-offset estimation of orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing systems in frequency-selective fading channels. We
describe two design approaches, namely, consistency in the probabilistic sense and absolute consistency. Existing preambles and
pilot designs in the literature do not guarantee the absolute consistency. We derive general criteria for both approaches, present
sufficient conditions on the pilot structures over the maximum carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation range (half of the sampling
rate), and derive simple pilot designs satisfying these conditions.
We also extend the sufficient conditions to any arbitrary but fixed
CFO estimation range, and present some generalized design patterns. Furthermore, the CFO estimation performances of distinct
consistent pilot designs can be quite different at moderate or low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to different statistics of outliers
which also yields a link failure. We develop efficient pilot-design
criteria that provide both consistency and robustness against outliers at moderate-to-low SNR. Our consistent pilot designs facilitate
flexible and economical implementation, while our robust pilot
designs enable wireless links with less outage and better resilience.
Index Terms—Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquengem (BCH) code, consistency, cyclic-difference set, frequency offset, m-sequence, maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation, orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM), outlier, pilot design, robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION
ARRIER frequency offset (CFO) estimation plays a crucial role in establishing a reliable wireless communication
link. Preamble or pilot-aided CFO estimation is adopted in all
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current wireless communication systems (e.g., 2G, 3G, wireless
PAN/LAN/MAN, etc.) to achieve a reliable estimation performance with low latency and complexity. The maximum absolute value of the CFO which can be handled by an estimator
is one-half of the sampling rate. In most wireless systems and
existing works in the literature (e.g., [1]–[9]), handling such a
large CFO is not necessary, and hence, the preambles are designed for a smaller estimation range. An important issue that
most of the previous works overlooked is the CFO estimation
consistency, defined as the unambiguousness of the estimation
metric trajectory within the considered estimation range in the
absence of noise, regardless of the channel impulse response
(CIR). For consumer-related applications, inconsistency of the
estimation under certain channel conditions may be tolerable,
but consistency will still be a desirable feature if the associated
cost is affordable. For emergency and other critical wireless systems (e.g., flight control, space shuttle control, military combat
scenarios, etc.), the consistency should not be compromised. As
an example, consider a scenario where a person is in an emergency and trying to make a 911 call. Suppose the corresponding
channel response is not changing and happens to yield an inconsistent estimate. Then, a communication link will not be established due to a complete loss in frequency synchronization. This
example highlights the importance of estimation consistency for
emergency scenarios.
Only a few works in the literature addressed the consistency
issue in CFO estimation. [10] was the first to address the consistency issue for blind CFO estimation in orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM) systems. Two approaches, using
null tones with distinctive spacings and randomly hopping the
null tones from block to block, were proposed for consistent estimation. Consistency issues for null-tones-based CFO estimators were also addressed in [11] and [12]. On the other hand,
[13] (following [10]) was the first in addressing the consistency
for pilot-based CFO estimation in OFDM systems. Distinctively
spaced pilot tones were presented for its proposed CFO estimator. We note that the maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE)
in [14] gives slightly better estimation performance than the estimator in [13] (see Fig. 1). However, pilot design for consistency
in the MLE has not been addressed, and is one of the main topics
of this paper. Furthermore, the distinctive pilot tones used in
[13] may not guarantee the consistency, as will be shown later.
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Fig. 1. Mean-square error comparison of the MLE and the JL estimator.

Hence, this paper will also address pilot design ensuring consistency of the estimator in [13].
For critical communications systems (e.g., those for emergency or military), consistency over the entire CFO range of
half-sampling rate may be desirable. But for consumer-related
wireless systems, consistency over a smaller CFO range may
be preferred, due to complexity and cost concerns. Due to their
own merits, we address both pilot designs with consistency for
the entire CFO range and the designs for a smaller range.
Another important problem that we will answer in this paper
is, “Which consistent pilot design will give better CFO estimation performance?” We observe that estimation performances
of consistent pilots can be significantly different at moderateto-low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), mainly due to the distinct
statistics of outliers which cause large CFO estimation errors
resulting in link failures. An explanation is that some consistent
pilots may have an estimation metric trajectory with sidelobe
peaks comparable to the mainlobe peak for some channel responses yielding less robust performance at low SNR. Hence,
both robust and consistent pilot designs are crucial for emergency-related or other critical communication systems.
The scope of this paper encompasses pilot designs for
consistent and robust CFO estimation of OFDM systems in
frequency-selective multipath fading channels. Our main contributions are summarized as follows. First, we derive general
necessary and sufficient criteria for the consistency of the MLE
and the estimator in [13]. We propose two consistency criteria
over the maximum CFO estimation range (half of the sampling
rate): one for the absolute consistency (or simply denoted as
consistency), and the other for consistency in the probabilistic
sense. Second, in relating the estimators’ consistency criteria
to the pilot design, we present sufficient conditions on the
pilot structures to yield consistency over the maximum CFO
estimation range, and derive simple pilot designs satisfying
these conditions. Third, we extend the sufficient conditions to
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an arbitrary smaller CFO estimation range, and present several
generalized design patterns. Finally, we develop efficient design
criteria for robustness of the consistent pilots against outliers.
Note that the optimal and consistent pilot design for both CFO
and channel estimation is an ambitious open problem, where
the optimality requirements of one task may be conflicting with
those of the other. It is out of the scope of this paper. Some
initial attempts along these lines are discussed in [15] and [16].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the signal model and the CFO estimation algorithms.
Sections III–VII present our contributions mentioned above.
Section VIII provides simulation results and discussions, and
Section IX concludes the paper.
Notations: A bold small (capital) letter represents a column
represent the conjuvector (matrix). The superscripts
gate, the transpose, and the conjugate transpose operations, respectively. The all-one (all-zero) column vector of length , the
all-zero matrix, and the
identity matrix are denoted
,
, and , respectively. The th column of
is
by
denoted by , and
represents a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements are defined by . The -cyclic-shifted version
.
denotes the largest integer less than
of is denoted by
represents the smallest integer greater
or equal to , while
than or equal to .
II. SIGNAL MODEL AND FREQUENCY OFFSET ESTIMATION
We consider a discrete-time low-pass-equivalent complex
baseband OFDM system with subcarriers. The time-domain
preamble/training sample is given by

(1)
where
is the number of cyclic prefix (CP) samples (generally
larger than the number of sample-spaced channel taps ) and
are pilot tones (some of them can be zeros). Denote the
indices of nonzero pilot tones and null tones by
and
, respectively (i.e.,
and
), where
and
. In the presence of a normalized
(by the subcarrier spacing) CFO , the received training signal
vector is given by
(2)
where
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
In the above equations,
are independent and identically
distributed zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
, and
are
noise samples, each having a variance of
the equivalent sample-spaced channel tap gains (including the
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transmit and receive filters) assumed to remain constant during
the training block. Denote the unitary -point fast Fourier
, where
transform (FFT) matrix by
. Define
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
Then, the time-domain training signal matrix
vector can be expressed as

and received
(15)
(16)

The MLE1 from [14] for the normalized CFO

channel’s limited delay spread ( taps) was embedded in its
time-domain ML channel estimate, while the estimator in [13]
used a frequency-domain model and the channel’s limited
delay spread property was not exploited in its frequency-domain channel estimation. Hence, the MLE in [14] requires
the knowledge of , the maximum number of sample-spaced
equivalent channel taps, which can be set to an appropriate
upper bound in practice. The limited delay spread translates
into frequency correlation property of the channel. Hence, when
channel taps are identifiable in the channel estimation
all
), the MLE in [14] outperforms
(which requires that
the estimator in [13] since it uses the frequency correlation
property of the channel. On the other hand, the latter has a
complexity advantage over the former.
III. THE ESTIMATOR CONSISTENCY CONDITION
The estimator consistency condition can be stated as follows.
In the absence of noise, there is only one that maximizes the
estimation metric
, and it is at
for any
.
Define
(23)

is given by
(17)

where

where
and the range of is
. From
the MLE principle,
is maximized at
, so
is
nonnegative. Then, the estimator consistency condition is given
as
if and only if

(18)
In the above equation,
by

is an

projection matrix given

(24)

For the MLE, we have
(25)

(19)
On the other hand, the CFO estimator from [13] is given by
(20)

where
By singular value decomposition, we have
is the unitary matrix containing the
,
is the unitary matrix containing the
eigenvectors of
eigenvectors of
,
is the
diagonal matrix with
rank
. Then,
nonincreasing singular values of , and
we obtain

where
(26)
(21)

(27)

(22)

is the matrix inverse (treated as a pseudoinverse for
where
a rank-deficient matrix).2 After substituting (26) into (25), we
obtain

and

The mean-square error (MSE) of the MLE in (17) is smaller than
that of the estimator in (20) when the number of nonzero pilot
tones is larger than the number of channel taps . A proof is
given in Appendix A.
Note that both estimators were developed based on maximizing the likelihood function for the joint estimation of the
frequency offset and the channel. Both estimators replace the
channel vector in the likelihood function with the maximumlikelihood (ML) channel estimate. The difference is that the
MLE in [14] used a time-domain model and exploiting the
1It

is based on a joint ML estimation of the CIR and the CFO.

(28)
where
(29)
if and only if
From (28), we can easily see that
. Then, the consistency condition requires that

P <L

2For the rank-deficient case (i.e.,
), the estimator in (18) is no longer
,
the MLE, but for convenience, we use the same acronym (MLE). For
it has the same estimation performance as the estimator in [13], as proved in
Appendix A.

P <L
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only at
for any
. In other words,
for any
except
. This condition
if the following necessary
can be achieved for any
and sufficient condition is satisfied:
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Define as the pilot-tone location vector whose elements are
given by

otherwise.
rank

(30)

By using (27), the condition in (30) becomes
rank

Then the above pilot design sufficient condition for the MLE
can be expressed as
(39)
(40)

(31)

where
(32)
(33)
For the estimator of [13], we have
(34)

(38)

is the periodic autocorrelation function of
where
. In the following, we develop simple pilot designs satisfying
the above sufficient condition. We link the condition in (39), or
equivalently (40), to the properties of cyclic codes. We first describe a general design based on a cyclic code which is followed
by specific designs based on a binary Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquengem (BCH) code, an m-sequence, a difference-set cyclic
code, a cyclic difference-set, and a distinctive pilot spacing.

where
A. Design Based on a Cyclic Code
(35)
for
Then, the consistency condition requires that
any
except
. This condition can be achieved for
if we have the following necessary and sufficient
any
condition:

Except the all-zero codeword, all other codewords of a cyclic
code are just cyclic-shifted versions of each other. This property
is consistent with our considered scenario of
. The Hamming
with the Hamming
distance of two binary codewords and
weight is given by
(41)

rank

(36)

From (40) and (41), the required consistency condition becomes

which can be satisfied by the following sufficient condition:
(42)
rank
(37)

IV. PROPOSED PILOT DESIGNS
We start in this section by presenting pilot design conditions
sufficient to satisfy the consistency conditions in (31) for the
MLE and in (37) for the estimator of [13]. Then, simple consistent pilot designs are developed for both estimators. Denote the
by
indices of nonzero pilot tones and null tones of
and
, respectively, where
,
,
, and
.
Then, a sufficient pilot design condition for the consistency of
, and for any cyclic-shifting disthe MLE is that
tance
,
always has at least nonzero
pilot tones located at the null-tone indices of the original unshifted pilot vector .
and the cardinality of
In other words,
, for any
, is always greater than or
.
equal to . The above condition implicitly requires that
The proof is provided in Appendix B.

The Hamming distance between any two codewords in a binary
code is bounded below by the minimum distance of the code.
Then, a simple pilot design satisfying the consistency condition
for the MLE is given by any codeword (except the all-zero codeword) of a binary cyclic code with the minimum Hamming disand the codeword length
. If
,
tance
the codeword length adjustment by means of inserting zeros to
give a length- vector is discussed in Section IV-G. The binary
cyclic codes also contain binary BCH codes, maximum-length
codes, and difference-set cyclic codes. In the following, we will
describe these more specific pilot designs.
B. Design Based on a Binary BCH Code
A
binary BCH code satisfies the following relation;
;
, where
ships:
and are any positive integers. Any codeword (except the
all-zero codeword) of a binary BCH code with
and
(inserted with zeros if
, see Section IV-G)
can be used as a consistent pilot location vector. The coefficients
of generator polynomials for several binary BCH codes (with
lengths up to 1023) can be easily found in the coding theory literature (e.g., [17]).
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C. Design Based on a Maximum-Length Code or an
m-sequence
A maximum-length code is generated by an -stage shift register and satisfies the following relationship:
and
. Nontrivial maximum-length codes
exist for any positive integer
. In fact, they are maximum-length sequences (m-sequences), and shift register connections for generating m-sequences can be easily found in the
literature (e.g., [18]). An m-sequence of length
has the Hamming weight of
. The periodic
or binary phase-shift
autocorrelation function of a bipolar (
, can
keying (BPSK)-modulated) m-sequence, denoted by
as
be related to

(43)
It is well known that
takes on only two values, i.e.,
for
(
integer) and
otherwise. The
. Incorporating
second value translates into
gives
the condition from (40) together with
a simple consistent pilot design based on an m-sequence with
which is inserted with zeros, if neceslength
sary, to form a length- pilot location vector as described in
Section IV-G.

with
does not exist, we can use a
cyclic differ(which guarantees that all the differences
ence set with
modulo are distinctive) and
.A
list of
cyclic difference sets can be found in [20].
F. Design Based on Distinctive Pilot Spacings
More general (cyclic) distinctive pilot spacings, where the
is not necessary, can alternacondition
tively be easily generated by computer.4 Note that [13] used a
was not imdistinctive pilot spacing but the condition
posed, and hence, the consistency condition in (24) is not guaranteed. Furthermore, the pilot location designs from [13] (i.e.,
and
) may not satisfy
for practical system parameters and . For example, an IEEE
802.11a system
can easily have
, for which the
pilot location designs used in [13] will not ensure consistency.
G. Length Adjustment in Consistent Pilot Designs

Alternatively, the consistent pilot-tone location vector can be
directly based on a properly chosen perfect difference set3 with
and
(i.e., a cyclic difference set with
,
, and
). An
cyclic difference set is a subset
of the integers modulo , such that each element of
can be represented as
modulo in exactly ways. For
, the distinctive difference property of a properly chosen cyclic difference set (which
yields the distinctive pilot spacings) satisfies our consistent pilot
design criterion. Cyclic difference sets exist for certain lengths
. If
, the
cyclic difference set with
can be used as the pilot location vector. If a cyclic difference set

To obtain length- consistent pilot vectors, the above designs
consistent pilot vectors. For
first construct lengthtypical OFDM system, is a power of 2 (we also assume so in
can vary depending on the design. Note
this paper), while
that appending zeros to get a length- vector may not always
guarantee the consistency. In this section, we present several
consistent pilot
zero-padding designs for converting lengthvectors into length- consistent pilot vectors.
where
1) If the number of padded zeros are equal to
, then zeros can be inserted between every two
adjacent nonzero pilot tones.
,
zeros can be inserted between any
2) If
two consecutive tones.
and
, we can either
3) If
find the zero-padding structures by analyzing the specific
zeros
design stuctures, or find where to insert
by numerically evaluating (39). For example, we present
several zero-padding structures for some specific design
patterns as follows.
3a) Distinctively spaced pilot structure: In order to prezeros can be inserted beserve the consistency,
tween the two adjacent nonzero pilots with the largest
cyclic distance to each other among all the adjacent
nonzero pilot pairs.
3b) m-sequence-based pilot design: First, find the
, which is the minimum length of the
value of
cyclically sliding window, which always contains at
least nonzero pilot tones, by cyclically searching the
, insert
original m-sequence vector. If
zeros between any two adjacent pilot tones: 1) until the
new pilot vector length reaches ; or 2) until the new
, which satisfies
,
sequence length is
, and then insert zeros between every
two adjacent nonzero pilot tones and finally obtain
, we can
the length- pilot vector. If
zeros by numerically
find where to insert
evaluating (39).

3The condition n = q (q + 1) + 1 in the definition of a perfect difference set
is not necessary for our pilot design.

1; 2; 3; . . ., iteratively.

D. Design Based on a Difference-Set Cyclic Code
A perfect difference set of order and modulus
is defined as
,
, where no two of the
ordered differences
modulo are identical. Let
and
. Then, the difference-set
cyclic code is generated by the generator polynomial
. For
, where is any positive integer,
,
, and the
difference-set cyclic
.A
code has the minimum Hamming distance of
list of binary difference-set cyclic codes can be found in [17] and
[19]. The consistent pilot design can be based on a codeword
and
of a difference-set code with length
(inserted with zeros, if
, to obtain a length- vector, as
discussed in Section IV-G).
E. Design Based on a Cyclic Difference Set

4By

checking the distinctive spacing property for the pilot spacings
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3c) BCH-code-based pilot design: Since
for BCH codes and
, if
, we can insert
zeros between any two adjacent pilot tones.
If
, we can find where to insert one zero by
numerically evaluating (39).
H. Pilot Designs for the Estimator in [13]
Fortunately, our proposed pilot designs described above can
be directly applied to the estimator of [13], since the sufficient
pilot design condition for the MLE is also sufficient to satisfy
the consistency condition in (37) for the estimator of [13]. The
proof is provided in Appendix B.
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consistency in the probabilistic sense for the estimator of [13]
. This condition can be
is achieved if
compactly expressed as
(48)
A sufficient pilot design condition for the above consistency in
the probabilistic sense is given by
(49)
The proof is given in Appendix C. Note that the pilot design used
yields the consistency in
in [13] which does not satisfy
the probabilistic sense only.

I. Spectrum Shaping
The pilot tone location vector obtained from any of the above
designs is then appropriately cyclic-shifted to satisfy the spectrum and system requirement (i.e., no pilot tones at DC and band
edges). For example, suppose the obtained nonzero pilot tone indices are 0, 1, 3, 7, 12, 20, 30 for
and
. Then, they
can be cyclic-shifted to 5, 6, 8, 12, 17, 25, 35 which give null
tones at DC, 5 subcarriers at the lower band edge, and 4 subcarriers at the higher band edge. Also note that the proposed simple
pilot designs are just a subset of the consistent pilot signals satisfying (31) for the MLE and (36) for the estimator of [13]. If
necessary, (31) or (36) can be directly used in the design.
V. CONSISTENCY IN THE PROBABILISTIC SENSE
The consistency discussed in the previous section holds
. Hence, the conditions and the pilot
for any
designs from the previous section guarantee absolute consistency. In this section, we consider consistency in the
probabilistic sense (i.e., for some , the estimation may give
inconsistency, but the probability of occurrence of those
which yield inconsistency is zero). For the MLE, define
. Since is a contin, the probability
uous random vector, if
is equal to zero, i.e., the
of
is zero. Hence, as long as
probability of
, the consistency in the probabilistic sense
is achieved. This condition can be expressed more compactly as
(44)

VI. CONSISTENT PILOT DESIGN FOR AN ARBITRARY
SMALLER ESTIMATION RANGE
The above consistent pilot design addresses consistency over
, which may be neither
the entire estimation range
necessary nor economical for some consumer-related wireless
systems. In this section, we develop generalized consistent pilot
designs for an arbitrary but fixed estimation range
where
. These generalized designs include the consistent designs from Section IV, which also serve as building
.
blocks, as a special case of
and hence
Based on (31) with
, we obtain the following sufficient pilot design condition
for the consistency over the estimation range
.
, and for any cyclicSufficient Condition:
,
shifting distance
always has at least nonzero pilot tones located at the
null-tone indices of the original unshifted pilot vector .
We can equivalently express the above condition as
or
(50)
where is the pilot-tone location vector whose elements are
given by
and
is the periodic
autocorrelation function of . Based on the above sufficient con, we present several consistent design patdition for
terns in the following.
A. Design Pattern Group 1

where
(45)
(46)

Recall that for consistency, the number of pilot tones must
be greater than or equal to the number of channel taps . Denote
th pilots as
the pilot spacing between th and
, i.e.,

For a pilot tone vector with the nonzero pilot tone index set
, a sufficient pilot design condition for
the above consistency in the probabilistic sense is given by

(51)
If we design

(47)

(52)

The proof is given in Appendix C.
For the estimator in [13], define
. Then, similar to the MLE case, the

then (50) is satisfied. Hence, this condition in (52) guarantees
consistency over the range
. Note that this design
includes periodic training signals.
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B. Design Pattern Group 2

(58)

pilot tone vectors from smaller size
We construct
subvectors
, whose corresponding pilot location subvectors
are defined by
if
otherwise

(59)

(53)
For
, neglecting
design condition as

and

in (56) gives a simpler sufficient

(60)

(54)
. Our designs from Section IV can be used to obwith
. We can separate into two parts as
,
tain
is the
vector with corresponding pilot
where
, and
. Under the above
location subvector
setup, we develop several designs that are consistent over
in the following.
1) Design Pattern Group 2-A: Design the pilot vector to
contain cyclically consecutive repetitions of . For
, insert
and
null tones at the
left and right ends of the whole repetition, respectively, i.e., the
, and the
subvector of is
,
remaining tones can be arbitrary. For
the remaining
tones are set as null tones. Then if we
design

3) Design Pattern Group 2-C: Design to contain subvectors
, and
. These subvectors need not be consecutively
located. Then the condition
(61)
satisfies (50), and hence, provides consistency over the range
, where we have (62)–(64) shown at the bottom of
the page. For
, neglecting in (61), we obtain a simpler
sufficient condition as
(65)

(55)
(50) is satisfied, and hence, we obtain consistency over the range
.
2) Design Pattern Group 2-B: If the two null-tone blocks
mentioned in the design pattern group 2-A are excluded, then
the consistent condition is changed to
(56)
where
(57)

VII. ROBUST CONSISTENT PILOT DESIGNS
From the simulation results of the CFO estimation of the
consistent pilots (the results will be presented in Section VIII),
we observe that the CFO estimation performance gaps between
different consistent pilot designs can be quite significant at
moderate-to-low SNR range (5–15 dB for most circumstances).
Below and above this range, no obvious difference is observed.
These facts point out that the outlier statistics of consistent pilot
designs can be significantly different from one another.
The consistent condition in (31) is derived from the following
noise-free version of the cost function in (18):
(66)

(62)

(63)

(64)
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where
(67)
(68)

871

, where
Denote the ordered eigenvalues of as
. Then we obtain the following simplified robustness design
criteria:
(74)

and

are the ordered eigenvalues of
, and
is a unitary matrix
representing the eigenvector of

such that
with the th column
corresponding to
.
fluctuates more drastically with the estimation trial
If
value
, the estimation will be less robust to noise or
more prone to outliers. The characterization of the fluctuation
reflects how likely the other noise-free local maxima
of
are to become close to the noise-free global maximum value
. If some noise-free local maxima are quite close to the
of
noise-free global maximum value, then in the presence of a
moderate-to-high noise level (relative to the snapshot received
signal level), any one of them could be often selected by the estimator, yielding outlier occurrence.
In order to suppress the occurrence of the outliers, we need
. It is obvious
to reduce the fluctuation of the cost function
depends on and , and if
where is
that
a scalar, then
. For a fixed snapshot channel
are
energy, the maximum and minimum values of
and
times the snapshot channel energy, respectively, i.e.,
(69)
(70)
We observe from the above equations that the spread of the
eigenvalues
indicates the fluctuation of the cost function
over different . Thus, our design for robustness against outliers
becomes finding training signals that give the smallest eigen. We measure the eigenspread in two ways: the
spread of
ratio of maximum to minimum eigenvalues (max-min-ratio) and
the product of all eigenvalues (the determinant). A smaller
max-min-ratio or a larger determinant (due to the arithmetic
and geometric means inequality) implies a smaller eigenspread.
Hence, our robustness design criteria become
(71)
(72)
where we have evaluated for the whole CFO estimation range
( is the up-sampling factor) equispaced trial
using
.
points
matrices
The above criteria need eigendecompositions of
on . We obtain a simpler
due to the dependence of
version by removing the dependency on or equivalently rewith an identity matrix in (67). Then the simpliplacing
, denoted by , becomes
fied version of
(73)

(75)
All the above robustness design criteria when applied to the consistent pilots yield essentially the same robust and consistent
pilot patterns, as will be shown in Section VIII.
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
subcarriers in
We consider an OFDM system with
a multipath Rayleigh fading channel with
(unless otherwise stated) sample-spaced taps having an exponential power
delay profile with a 3-dB-per-tap decaying factor. Simulation
independent runs. Two estimators
results are obtained from
denoted by “MLE” from [14] and “JL” (Jing Lei) from [13] are
considered. We use the following four different preambles (of
one OFDM symbol duration each): 1) the distinctively spaced
used in [13] (denoted by “JL’s pilot”); 2)
pilot tones with
a repetitive preamble consisting of 16 identical parts (excluding
the CP) generated by 16 pilot tones located at the subcarrier in(denoted by “repetitive”); 3) the prodices
posed consistent pilot tones based on an m-sequence (denoted
; and 4) the proposed conby “proposed (m-seq.)”) with
sistent pilot tones based on distinctive spacing with
(denoted by “proposed (distinctive)”).
In Fig. 1, we compare the MSEs of the two estimators. If
(proposed (m-seq.)), the MLE gives a slightly better MSE,
which corroborates our proof in Appendix A. Note that the MSE
difference is not significant, and hence, JL’s estimator would be
a good choice due to its complexity advantage. Our purpose here
is just to point out in a strictly theoretical sense that the two
estimators are not the same. The theoretical (quasi-analytical)
MSEs5 are also included and show a good agreement with the
simulation results, except at low SNR due to the outliers. In
practice, the outlier occurrence will be much less frequent since
the signal will not be detected if the channel is in fade (CFO
estimation will only be performed after the (sync) preamble is
detected).
Fig. 2 presents MSEs obtained with different pilot signals.
Since all pilot signals used satisfy the condition for estimation
consistency in the probabilistic sense, no significant MSE difwhich
ferences are observed in the simulation results6 (i.e.,
yield inconsistency for the not-absolutely-consistent pilot sigchannel realizations).
nals do not occur in the
In Figs. 3–6, we illustrate the consistency/inconsistency of
several pilot signals. We plot the MLE metrics (cost functions
5The theoretical MSE given in Appendix A for a particular h is averaged over
the random channel by simulation.
6Note that the MSE simulation results at low SNR are not as reliable as those
at high SNR, due to different occurrences of outliers for different preambles
(different preambles’ metrics change differently in response to different h , and
the number of outlier occurrences within the 10 simulation runs will not be the
same for different preambles).
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Fig. 2. Simulated MSE performance of different preambles.

Fig. 4. Noise-free CFO estimation metrics (normalized) of the repetitive preamble for two channel realizations.

Fig. 3. Noise-free CFO estimation metrics (normalized) of JL’s pilot signal for
two channel realizations.

Fig. 5. Noise-free CFO estimation metrics (normalized) of the proposed m-sequence-based pilot signal for two channel realizations.

to maximize) of each of the pilot signals for two channel realand
in the figures) in the absence
izations (denoted by
of noise. We use different CFOs for the two channel realizations for the convenience of presenting two metrics on the same
plot. The metric for JL’s pilot is consistent for the first channel
realization, but inconsistent for the second channel realization,
due to the numerous metric maxima. The repetitive pilot signal
metric has several periodic maxima which limit its estimation
range. Note that the metric periodicity of the repetitive preamble
is still preserved in the presence of noise. This fact ensures the
consistency (within a limited range) for the repetitive preamble
if the CFO is within its limited estimation range. The proposed
consistent pilot signals yield the metrics with a single maximum
for all channel realizations.
Fig. 7 depicts the MSEs of different pilot signals for a fixed
channel which yields inconsistency for JL’s pilot signal. Due to

this inconsistency, a complete estimation failure is observed for
JL’s pilot signal. Fig. 8 shows the estimation ranges of different
pilot signals. The repetitive pilot signal has a limited estimation
, while the others can handle the maximum
range of
.
range of
Next, we investigate the consistency of the preambles (for
and
coarse CFO estimation) used in IEEE 802.11a
802.16a
OFDM systems. We find that the IEEE
generated from (6) [1,
802.11a preamble (of length
p. 12]) does not yield CFO estimation consistency for channels
. Similarly, the IEEE 802.16a preamble (of length
with
generated from (78) [3, p. 447]) does not yield CFO
. For both sysestimation consistency for channels with
tems, the channel lengths can easily be in the corresponding inconsistent ranges mentioned above. The MLE metrics associated with the IEEE 802.11a and 802.16a OFDM preambles are
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Fig. 6. Noise-free CFO estimation metrics (normalized) of the proposed distinctive-spacing-based pilot signal for two channel realizations.

Fig. 8. CFO estimation ranges associated with different preambles.

Fig. 7. MSE performance associated with different preambles for a particular
channel realization which yields inconsistency for JL’s pilot signal.

Fig. 9. CFO estimation metrics (normalized) associated with the IEEE 802.11a
OFDM preamble.

presented in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, for some channel realizations. The estimation inconsistencies for both preambles are
observed, as can be seen from the two maxima in each metric.
We illustrate the reliability of our robustness design criteria
in Figs. 11–13, where we use all possible pilots obtained from
the designs of distinctive spacing, m-sequence, and BCH codes
as described in Section IV.
In the top figures of Figs. 11–13, we present our robustness
and
[from (71) and (75)] of all consistent
design metrics
pilots mentioned above for different system and channel parameters. The middle figures show two independent sets (denoted by
solid and dashed lines, respectively) of the corresponding simulation MSE results. Since there are no noticeable performance
differences among all consistent pilots at very low or high SNR,

we only present results for SNRs of 5, 10, and 15 dB. The traand
are almost the same, and hence, we only
jectories of
and .
present
All proposed robustness criteria give reliable results. Large
differences in robustness metric values result in large MSE
gaps. For comparable robustness metric values, the corresponding MSE results may not show the same trends of the
robustness metric values. This can be explained by the fact that
a pilot signal with a smaller probability of outlier occurrence,
but much larger estimation errors in these outliers than another
pilot signal, may give a larger MSE. On the other hand, for
two CFO estimation errors larger than a certain threshold, there
would be no bit-error rate (BER) difference regardless of the
value of the CFO estimation error difference. Hence, MSE
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Fig. 10. CFO estimation metrics (normalized) associated with the IEEE
802.16a OFDM preamble.
Fig. 12. Proposed robustness design metric (top), the simulation MSE performance (middle), and the probability of outlier (defined by MSE > 0:04)
(bottom) for different consistent pilot designs, with N = 128 and L = 4.

Fig. 11. Proposed robustness design metric (top), the simulation MSE performance (middle), and the probability of outlier (defined by MSE > 0:04)
(bottom) for different consistent pilot designs, with N = 128 and L = 8.

results do not completely characterize the robustness against
outliers.
A better illustration of robustness against outliers is to show
the probability of estimation error (or MSE) larger than a
certain threshold. We present this outlier probability for different system and channel parameters in the bottom figures of
Figs. 11–13. The distinctive spacing, the -sequence, and the
, – ,
BCH-code-based designs correspond to the indices
–
in Fig. 11, – , –
,
–
in Fig. 12, and

Fig. 13. Proposed robustness design metric (top), the simulation MSE performance (middle), and the probability of outlier (defined by MSE > 0:04)
(bottom) for different consistent pilot designs, with N = 64 and L = 4.

– , – , –
in Fig. 13, respectively. Which design
gives the most robust performance depends on the system
and channel parameters. But we notice from Figs. 11–13 that
the distinctive spacing designs most often do not yield robust
performance.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
The existing OFDM preambles or pilot signals may not guarantee an absolute consistency of the CFO estimation, and can
result in a complete failure in frequency synchronization (and
hence, no meaningful communication) for certain channel conditions. For emergency and other critical communications systems, absolute consistency should not be compromised, and our
proposed pilot designs guarantee the absolute consistency over
the considered estimation range (either the maximum range of
the half-sampling rate or a smaller range). Our CFO estimation
consistency criteria can also be used to determine the maximum
channel length for which a particular preamble will yield CFO
estimation consistency. Furthermore, the proposed robustness
design criteria enable us to choose the consistent pilots with
better MSE performance at moderate or low SNR or greater robustness against outliers. In summary, our proposed robust and
consistent pilot designs provide wireless links with less outage
and better resilience.

is as follows. Equation

A proof for rank
(15) can be expressed as

if
if
(82)
where
(83)
(84)
Note that
are Vandermonde matrices with all distinct
rows and all distinct columns, and hence, they are full-rank
matrices. Then, from (82), we immediately see that rank
and hence, rank
[see (26)
and (27)].

APPENDIX A

APPENDIX B

, the MSE of the
In this appendix, we will prove that if
MLE in [14] is smaller than that of the estimator in [13], and if
, they give the same MSE performance. For a given ,
the MSEs of the MLE and JL methods, denoted by MSE and
MSE , respectively, are given by (see [13], [14])
(76)

MSE
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In this appendix, we will prove that the proposed pilot design
sufficient condition given in Section IV satisfies the consistency
condition in (31) for the MLE and in (37) for JL’s estimator.
in our design condition.
Note that
First, we will prove it for the MLE. Express the orthogonal
in (32) as linear transforms of the Fourier
vectors
orthogonal vectors as

where

(85)
(77)

Define

(78)
From (76), it is clear that we just need to show that
in order to prove that MSE
MSE .
are projection matrices (i.e.,
Note that
and (15), we also have

(86)
(87)

). Using

Then,

in (32) can be expressed as
(88)

(79)
and (86) becomes
(80)
is also a projection
from which we can see that
matrix. The eigenvalues of projection matrices are either ones
or zeros, and hence, we obtain
rank

trace

(81)

where we have used rank
for which a proof
will be provided shortly.
,
is a positive-definite matrix, and
If
; if
,
and
. From the above result, we immediately see that if
, MSE
MSE and otherwise, MSE
MSE . This
, and hence,
result holds for any channel realization
for the random fading channel (for which the (MSE ) are averaged over the random channel realizations) as well.

(89)
Note that is an
full-rank matrix and any
rows of
form a
Vandermonde matrix with all distinct rows and
distinct columns, i.e., a rank- matrix. The left-multiplication
shifts rows at indices
to indices
.
by
Hence, we immediately obtain that a matrix formed by any
rows of , denoted by
, is a full-rank matrix, i.e., rank
.
can be decomposed as
Next,
(90)
matrix whose columns form the
where is an
within the subspace
basis of the null space of the columns of
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of the columns of
, and is an
matrix. Then, from (86) and (90), we have

full-rank

(91)
where
(92)
(93)
Consider the following two cases.
1) When is any nonzero integer, from (92), we have
(94)
(95)
where
and
if
.
is the th column of the
identity
matrix, and
denotes a
permutation matrix
determined by .
From our design condition that after cyclic-shifting,
pilots fall into the initial null tone locaat least
tions, we have
. We have already proved
. Since
is a full-rank square
that rank
matrix, from (91), we immediately obtain that rank
.
2) When is not an integer, from (92), we have

APPENDIX C
In this appendix, we will prove that the proposed pilot design
conditions satisfy the consistency condition in the probabilistic
sense, i.e., (47) satisfies (44) for the MLE, and (49) satisfies (48)
for JL’s estimator. Define
. First, we will
prove it for the MLE.
,
can be expressed as
1) For
(98)
where is a full-rank
matrix (since
),
is a full-rank
matrix
rank
), and
(since rank

(99)

..
.

If

is a nonzero integer, the design condition
gives
, and since and
are both full-rank
square matrices, we have
. If
is not an
and hence, we
integer, from (97), we know that
.
have
2) For
, from (91), we have

(96)
(100)
where

,

,

,
,
,
, and
for
;
. Denote the square
by
(recall that
matrix formed by any rows of
in our design condition). Then

(97)
which shows that
is a full-rank (tall) matrix, i.e., rank
. Define an
full-rank
and an
matrix
matrix
. Then, we have
,
rank
[21]. Multiand hence, rank
plying by the square full-rank matrix does not change
for any nonthe rank. Hence, rank
integer . From 1) and 2), we have established that the
proposed pilot design condition is sufficient for the consistency condition in (31).
Finally, we will prove that our design condition satisfies the consistency condition in (37) for JL’s estimator.
Consider the following two cases.
is an integer, we have already proved that rank
3) If
in 1).
4) If is not an integer, we have also proved in 2) that rank
if
. From 3) and
4), we conclude that the proposed design condition also
satisfies (37) for JL’s estimator.

For a nonzero integer , the condition in (47) yields
,
,
. Also
and are full-rank matrices, and hence,
.
For a noninteger , when
, we have
is a full-rank matrix
proved in Appendix B that
. Then, it follows that
.
if
, we have rank
When
Dimension Nullspace
, and hence,
, which yields
for any noninteger . From 1) and 2), we conclude that (47) is the
sufficient condition for (44). Next, we will prove it for
JL’s estimator.
is a nonzero integer, the condition in (49) yields
3) If
, which guarantees (48).
4) If is not an integer,
always has a full
rank (see Appendix B), and hence, (48) is guaranteed.
Thus, 3) and 4) complete our proof for JL’s estimator.
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